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	A Handbook Of Economic Anthropology (Elgar Original Reference), 9781843761754 (1843761750), Edward Elgar Publishing, 2005

	For more than a century, anthropologists have studied the economic lives and institutions of people around the world. The results of their research and reflection on economy have generally stayed within the discipline and have not been available in an accessible form to a broader readership. This major reference book is intended to correct this. This unique Handbook contains substantial and invaluable summary discussions of work on economic processes and issues, and on the relationship between economic and non-economic areas of life. Furthermore it describes conceptual orientations that are important among economic anthropologists, and presents summaries of key issues in the anthropological study of economic life in different regions of the world. Its scope and accessibility make it useful both to those who are interested in a particular topic and to those who want to see the breadth and fruitfulness of an anthropological study of economics. Economists from a wide range of fields and perspectives - from heterodox to classical, and from industrial economics to economic psychology and sociology - will find much to engage them within this exciting Handbook, as will anthropologists drawn to the significant statements by senior figures in the field. Those involved in development projects will find this an invaluable reference work with which to gain greater understanding of and insight into the reasons for people’s economic activities and decisions. The concise treatments of topics will provide invaluable teaching aids and reference for further reading by scholars at all levels of study.
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Free Culture: How Big Media Uses Technology and the Law to Lock Down Culture and Control CreativityPenguin Press, 2004

	A landmark manifesto about the genuine closing of the American mind.

	

	Lawrence Lessig could be called a cultural environmentalist. One of America's most original and influential public intellectuals, his focus is the social dimension of creativity: how creative work builds on the past and how society encourages or inhibits...


		

Mechanics of Biological Systems & Micro-and Nanomechanics, Volume 4: Proceedings of the 2018 Annual Conference on Experimental and Applied Mechanics ... Society for Experimental Mechanics Series)Springer, 2018

	
		MechanicsofBiologicalSystems&Micro-andNanomechanics representsoneofeightvolumesoftechnicalpaperspresented
	
		at the 2018 SEM Annual Conference and Exposition on Experimental and Applied Mechanics organized by the Society for
	
		Experimental Mechanics and held in Greenville, SC, from June 4 to 7, 2018. The complete proceedings...


		

Proof and Other Dilemmas: Mathematics and Philosophy (Spectrum)Mathematical Association of America, 2008
During the first 75 years of the twentieth century almost all work in the philosophy of mathematics concerned foundational questions. In the last quarter of the century, philosophers of mathematics began to return to basic questions concerning the philosophy of mathematics such as, what is the nature of mathematical knowledge and of mathematical...




	

Java EE 8 Development with Eclipse: Develop, test, and troubleshoot Java Enterprise applications rapidly with Eclipse, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop and deploy fully functional applications and microservices utilising Tomcat, Glassfish servers, Cloud and docker in Java EE 8

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the complete workflow of developing enterprise Java applications
	
			Develop microservices with Docker Container and...




		

Verilog and SystemVerilog Gotchas: 101 Common Coding Errors and How to Avoid ThemSpringer, 2007

	This book will help engineers write better Verilog/SystemVerilog design and verification code as well as deliver digital designs to market more quickly. It shows over 100 common coding mistakes that can be made with the Verilog and SystemVerilog languages. Each example explains in detail the symptoms of the error, the languages rules that...


		

Fundamentals of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative MedicineSpringer, 2009

	"Fundamentals of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine" provides a complete overview of the state of the art in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. Tissue engineering has grown tremendously during the past decade. Advances in genetic medicine and stem cell technology have significantly improved the potential to...
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